EVERYTHING IN ONE APP

Transportation companies are going mobile. With the most comprehensive features and
the industry’s best support, Transflo Mobile will get you there too.

“

I highly recommend
Transflo Mobile….
It’s widely accepted
by drivers.”
- Pat Wheeley, Manager of Document
Center Processing, J.B. Hunt

How it works
Developed specifically for commercial drivers, the Transflo mobile app is
easy to use and allows drivers to manage all of their work from one tool.
From any place at any time, drivers can quickly:

 Manage loads
 Scan documents
 Preview mobile payments
 Send and receive notifications
 Pinpoint trailer locations
 Receive weigh station bypasses
 Log HOS and DVIR

 View approved routing
 Reserve parking spots
 Access payroll and settlements
 Capture digital signatures
 See two-way messages
 Utlize Navigation
 And much more!

With Transflo Mobile, drivers can use their own device. Once they
download the app and access the features you’ve configured for your
fleet, they can send and receive information about their loads. The app
enhances the quality of scanned document images while compressing
their size, ensuring that minimal mobile plan data is used. You receive
high-quality digital documents, and drivers avoid messy paperwork. It’s
the easiest way to improve your business and help drivers be productive.

Insights. Instant visibility to operational data,
documents, and signatures.
Efficiency. Configurable load workflows and two-way
communications throughout your fleet.
Going mobile is quick and
easy with Transflo Mobile.

Results. Shorter billing cycles and improved
productivity for you and your drivers.

How you benefit
With benefits for both carriers and drivers, Transflo Mobile improves
business processes and supports drivers. The feature-rich app is designed
for your enterprise, is configurable to your needs, and can integrate with your
systems and TMS partners. It’s also connected to other Transflo document
management tools, which allows you to easily capture and manage
information from multiple sources. Best of all, the technology is affordable

1,000,000+ commercial
drivers registered
1,000,000+ communications
sent weekly
Up to 200,000 loads
tendered each week

for fleets of all sizes.

Loads

Signatures
Driver Scorecards

Telematics
It’s all here

About Transflo

Connect with us

Transflo® is the leading mobile, telematics, and business process automation software for
the transportation industry. Provided by Pegasus TransTech, the Transflo portfolio digitizes
over 500 million documents each year, representing nearly $54 billion in freight bills. It also
delivers real-time communications to thousands of fleets, brokers, and commercial vehicle
drivers. Organizations throughout the company’s client and partner network look to Transflo
to increase efficiency, improve cash flow, and reduce costs.
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